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THE TECHNICAL
TIMBER SPECIALISTS

CUSTOMER-FOCUSED
SERVICE SOLUTIONS

International Timber is the UK’s leading importer and
distributor of sustainable timber and panel products. Over the
years, we have developed a strong reputation for providing
high quality products and services for construction and joinery
projects across a wealth of different market sectors.
We are established technical timber specialists, providing our customers with
total solutions, all managed to precise individual requirements. Sustainability
and responsible sourcing are the foundation stones upon which our business
is built.

At International Timber, we have built up a sector-focused
business structured around the needs of our customers.
Our extensive product portfolio encompasses hardwood, softwood, panel
and clear softwood products, alongside modified, engineered and composite
timbers. We offer a vast array of species and finished products, supported by a
comprehensive portfolio of related services.
Operating from six strategically located sites across the UK, International
Timber guarantees a robust and reliable supply chain, providing fast and
responsive customer service encompassing far more than just stockholding
and distribution.
Our specialist services are structured to provide total solutions from milling
to machining, lacquering and treating, all managed to precise individual
specifications and quality standards.

Look for our FSC®-certified products
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THE NATURAL CHOICE
Elegant and sustainable timber represents the natural
choice for today’s windows and doors. The International
Timber product portfolio includes a comprehensive range of
components and a choice of species, carefully manufactured
to ensure the highest standards of quality and performance.
Bringing natural beauty and style to complement both period and modern
properties, our window and door components match the challenges of modern
life, complemented by our innovative INTelligence approach to further expand
choices. Choose wooden windows and doors to add natural beauty to
everyday living.
International Timber window components are manufactured to the high
standards set by the Wood Window Alliance.
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PERFORMANCE
WINDOWS AND
DOORS
Why choose wood?
• Timber is strong, durable and aesthetically pleasing
• Wood is a natural insulator; the warm characteristics of timber include
excellent insulation properties, reducing energy consumption
• Premier quality timber windows and doors naturally enhance and add value
to a property, with all the benefits of longevity and low maintenance
• Elegant and functional timber windows and doors provide high levels of
security
• Timber is conservation approved for period homes
• Timber is a renewable and recyclable resource, vital for environmental
conservation
Today’s home owners are increasingly inviting nature back into their living
spaces. Choosing timber windows and doors offers all the benefits of
‘green living’, promoting a sense of wellbeing through connections with
the natural world.
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THE WINDOW & DOOR
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
1. Pine (Pinus sylvestris)
FRAME
SASH

One of the preferred timber choices for windows and doors due to its
inherent strength and cost benefits. The International Timber offer is a
Scandinavian joinery grade redwood.

2. Sapele (Entandrophragma cylindricum)
Sapele is an incredibly strong and durable hardwood with an attractive
reddish brown finish, often chosen when a slightly darker end product
is required.

3. Oak (Quercus petraea/robur) (Quercus alba)
CILL
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A beautiful classic hardwood timber, Oak is strong and durable and an
extremely popular choice for windows and doors.

1
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Swatches shown in this brochure
may differ slightly in colour from
actual products. Please request
product samples to verify colour.

4. Meranti (Shorea)
Sourced from certified Malaysian forests, Meranti presents with an elegant
red to dark brown colour and attractive lustrous finish.

Bespoke engineered solutions

TOP RAIL

STILE

International Timber’s unique engineered approach means that many other
premium species are available within our hardwood range, creating a totally
new look and quality feel with ‘green’ credentials.
We partner with our customers, overcoming traditional sourcing issues by
constant product innovation and evolution, matching available engineered
products with individual applications.

PANEL

BOTTOM RAIL
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ADDING VALUE: THE
INTELLIGENCE RANGE
‘EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE’

STANDARD AND BESPOKE
OH PANELS
The International Timber range includes an extensive range of sandwich panels
for door blanks, including bespoke solutions designed and developed to match
individual specifications.
Already used by leading joinery companies across the UK, our OH panels provide a competitive, high
quality alternative to solid doors, reducing costs without compromising on performance.
The range includes aluminium sheet front and back, insulated cores, raised, flush and acoustic options,
providing an attractive, stable and durable finish.

Introducing the INTelligence range by International Timber;
an infinite collection of solutions developed to match and
exceed identified requirements. The objective is to overcome
traditional sourcing and availability issues and offer bespoke
tailored products.
The INTelligence brand reflects International Timber’s established reputation as
market leaders, engaging with forward planning and sustainability, engineering
solutions using woods that are readily available and fit for purpose for each
application.
The INTelligence solution provides a range of benefits for customers.
The product range is conceptual, with solutions evolving working in close
cooperation with individual customers to match applications and environments.

TOTAL SOLUTIONS IN ENGINEERED TIMBER
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COMMITMENT TO QUALITY
AND SUSTAINABILITY

CASE STUDY
REGAL JOINERY

Timber is considered one of the most sustainable and
environmentally favourable construction materials available.
However, illegal timber poses a very real threat to our industry.

HIGH PERFORMANCE WINDOWS SHOWCASE THE INTELLIGENCE RANGE
International Timber teamed up with Regal Joinery
to complete a bespoke project for Cambridge-based
Rose Builders. This project focused on traditional
style deep-set windows, finishing at 500mm deep
and 5.9m long. The unique and dynamic Intelligence
laminated solution provided by International
Timber met all dimensional requirements as well
as providing a cost-effective way to stabilise the
window frame to its original fixture.

Underlining our commitment to environmental sustainability, it is vital for
International Timber to ensure that every one of our products is sourced from
well managed, credibly certified forests.
We work very closely with our supply chain to ensure that products produced
and supplied to the Group meet legislative and social requirements in line with
internationally recognised standards.
As an integral part of the global Saint Gobain Building Distribution Group,
International Timber has the resource to invest continuously in facilities, stock
and advanced production equipment, keeping products and services at the
leading edge in terms of technology, efficiency and environmental awareness.
All International Timber sites in the UK are ISO9008, ISO14001, OHSAS18001,
FSC® and PEFC® certified.
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Look for our FSC®-certified products

The bespoke joinery package on this architectled project for a farmhouse extension in Essex
demanded wider, larger and far longer dimensioned
engineered oak than the market offered. The
primary challenge was to source a supply of FSC®
certified European Oak capable of providing stability
and efficiency, with the natural appearance of the

solid oak not compromised by the introduction of a
laminate material. International Timber’s Intelligence
range successfully matched all requirements.
This project required an exceptional approach to
avoid exposed glue lines whilst offering strength
to minimise any movement. International Timber’s
custom-design laminated product met all the
specification requirements, including a high-quality
colour match. “International Timber’s unique
Intelligence range offered us a solution that not only
provided a good quality timber product, but gave
us the confidence to take on more projects like this
knowing we had a supplier capable of working with
these more demanding specifications,” stated a
spokesperson for Regal Joinery.
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Grangemouth (Scotland)
Sales Centre
Main Contact Number
0844 728 0320
Main Fax Number
01324 665464
Earls Rd,
Grangemouth,
Stirlingshire
FK3 8UU

Trafford Park (Northern)
Sales Centre
Main Contact Number
0844 728 0340
Main Fax Number
0161 848 2901
Trafford Wharf Road,
Manchester
M17 1DJ

Parkend (South West & Wales)
Sales Centre
Main Contact Number
0844 728 0360
Main Fax Number
01594 566001
Parkend Saw Mills,
Folly Rd,
Lydney
GL15 4JF

INFO@INTERNATIONALTIMBER.COM

Purfleet (London & South East)
Sales Centre
Main Contact Number
0844 728 0390
Main Fax Number
01708 683334

DMD_41609

London Rd,
Purfleet
RM19 1RE
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